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Master in CYBERSECURITY
www.mastercybersecuritytorino.it

Dati dell’impresa

Ragione Sociale: Ferrero Management Services S.r1, P.IVA 03629130042

Sede Azienda: Alba, Cuneo

Sito web azienda: https://www.ferrero.it

Ruolo previsto in azienda per il candidato:

- work on detection and response mechanisms, automation rules, data analysis concepts and you will be involved in end-to-end incident response duties including triage, forensics and remediation.
- cooperate with Security Operations Center (SOC) and Network Operations Center (NOC) to initiate incident response
- be responsible of handing over or accepting pending incident analysis from another time zones
- be ready to transition into Threat Hunter or Incident Commander role
- be involved in projects within the cyber defense domain lead using the Agile methodology
- be a key figure both for Incident Responder duties with Cyber Security Operations activities
- Be part of an international team with the line manager based in Luxembourg

Profilo richiesto:

- Graduate in Information Technology or a related field
• A professional with experience in similar position (Incident Responder, SOC Analyst, SOC Operator) or in Cybersecurity consultancy and cybersecurity system integrators.
• Familiar with incident response, modern and automated tech supporting collection of data, monitoring, analysis, etc.
• Experienced with tools and methods for centralized and decentralized log review, live response and forensics
• Experienced with cloud solutions and general security engineering
• Knowledgeable about PowerShell and SQL-like query languages
• Experienced in Manufacturing and/or Food & Beverage Environment is considered as a plus
• Fluent in English; the knowledge of any other language is considered as a plus
• Willing to evaluate an international career and available to travel (estimated up to 5% of time in business trip)

Competenze che il candidato dovrà aver raggiunto alla fine del percorso formativo:

The Cyber Defence & Response specialist will be part of the Global Advanced Cyber Defence Center (ACDC) and will get different capabilities both in operations and development side of cyber defensive function.